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As early as the 16th century, Simon Jacob, a German reckoning master, noticed that the 
worst case in computing the greatest common divisor of two numbers by the Euclidean 
algorithm occurs if these numbers are equimultiples of two consecutive members of the 
Fibonacci sequence. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
AU 16 eme sibcle, le maRre de calcul allemand, Simon Jacob, remarqua qu'en calculant par 
l'algorithme uclidien le plus grand diviseur commun de deux chiffres, le cas pire comprend 
les equimultiples consecutifs de la suite de Fibonacci. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
Der deutsche Rechenmeister Simon Jacob bemerkte bereits im 16. Jahrhundert, dab der 
worst case beim Euklidischen Algorithmus dann auftritt, wenn man ihn auf die Gleichviel- 
fachen zweier aufeinander-folgender Glieder der Fibonacci-Folge anwendet. © 1995 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1991 MSC subject classification: 01A40. 
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It is very interesting and useful (not least for the image of the history of mathemat- 
ics!) to search, as Shallit [5] recently has done, for the roots of the fundamental ideas 
of computer science in classical mathematics. He answered a question important for 
all who have read Lam6's 1844 paper [4]. Here, I add a small piece to this story 
which is much older and about which, very probably, neither Lam6 nor his French 
forerunners could have known. 
Only a few facts are known about the German reckoning master, Simon Jacob, 
who was born in Coburg (?), worked in Frankfurt/Main, and died there on 24 June, 
1564 [1; 2]. His book, Ein new und wohlgegriindt Rechenbuch, auf den Linien und 
Ziffern, sampt der Welschen Pract i ca . . .  , was edited for the first time in 1560, 
and revised editions were issued after his death by his brother, Pancratius Jacob, 
who was a "Rathsschreiber" in Frankfurt, until 1600. In 1564 and 1571, short 
versions of this text were published. I have consulted only the 1571 edition of this 
very rare book, which was "Getruckt zu Franckfurt am Meyn bey Christian 
Egenolffs eligen Erben." From this, I quote some lines from the chapter on the re- 
duction of fractions [3, 48ff]: 
77002051219739 , 
uer vorlgen Wie findet mann ein zal und die gr6Bt / die disen bruch ~ Regeln 
nit underworffen ist / zum kleinsten macht? Die allgemeine Regel ist / Theil des bruchs nenner 
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durch seinen zeler /n im nachdem den zeler / und teil durch die zal / tiber bliben / ferner theil 
weiter den theil der diser andern Division durch den rest bliben ist / und solche theilung 
widerhole so offt / bib endlich ein mal nichts Oberbleibt / welche zal dann in solcher arbeit 
der letste theyler ist / die macht den bruch kleiner an seinen zaln / und ist in dem ftirgebrachten 
bruch 19 / Hat solche Regel beweisung aul3 der 2 Proposition des 7 Buchs Euclidis / daraul3 
dann auch vernommen wirt / wann der letste theyler raus / dab der Bruch kleiner zumachen 
unmOglich were / und durch solche regel findt mann alle mal ein solche zal / die die zalen des 
bruchs so erkleinert / dab sie kleiner zumachen unm6glich sein. Und hat obgesatzter Bruch 
ein ein wunderbarlich art in ihm / Nemlich dab er sich 54 mal dividirn l~il3t / ehe mann das 
gemein Mal3 oder die gr613t zal damit er auffgehaben wirdt / finder / mag derhalb wol ein 
Arithmetisch labyrint genant werden / wirt gemacht aul3 der vorgesatzten ordnung der zaln / 
da je die zwo so nechst uff einander folgen / sovil thun als die dritt folgend / bringen je die 
erst und dritt ineinander multiplicirt eins weniger dann das quadrat der mitlern / darumb je 
weiter mann solche ordnung / je n~iher mann zu der Proportion kompt / Davon beim Euclide 
die 11 Proposi. des 2 / unnd 30 des 6 Buchs handeln / unnd wiewol man immer ihe n~iher 
kompt / mag doch n immermehr dieselb erreicht auch nicht tibertretten werden. 
It is very difficult to translate this clumsy text into English; the literal translation 
of certain words would imply a greater exactness than the text possesses and so 
would fail to preserve the historically important state of the knowledge of Jacob's 
day. Be this as it may, the following represents a fairly faithful translation: 
How to find a number and the greatest ]among all such numbers] that makes the fraction 
77.002,051,219,739/124,591,936,076,998 as small as possible? The general rule is / Divide the 
denominator of the fraction by its numerator / then take the numerator / and divide [it] by 
that number / [which] remained / further divide the remainder of that last division / and such 
division repeat as often as finally nothing does remain / that number that in doing so is the 
last divisor / that number makes the fraction smaller in its [numerator and denominator] / and 
it is 19 in the above example / This rule is proved in the 2nd proposition of Euclid's book 7 / 
therein one learns / if [the numerator and the denominator are] divided by the last divisor / 
then it is impossible to make smaller the [numerator and the denominator of the] fraction / 
and by this rule is found in each case that number / that the numerator and the denominator 
of the fraction reduces in such a manner / that further reduction is impossible. / And the above 
fraction has the marvelous quality / that 54 steps of division are needed / until one finds the 
common measure or the greatest common divisor / hence it could be named an arithmetical 
labyrinth / [it] is produced by [the help of] the sequence of numbers in the margin ! in which 
the sum of each two consecutive members / is the third / the product of each first and third 
[number in this sequence] is the square of the mean minus 1 / hence in following this sequence 
one comes nearer and nearer to that proportion / on which in Euclid the 11 proposition of 
the 2nd book and the 30 of the 6th book is written / and though one comes nearer and nearer 
to this proportion / it is impossible to reach or to overcome it. 
In the margin of p. 48, the consecutive members of the Fibonacci sequence Fi 
(but without the first 1 as is appropriate in this connection) are printed from 1, 2, 
3 .... up to F28 = 317811. Jacob's example, in fact, involves 
77,002,051,219,739 = 19 • 4,052,739,537,881 = 19 • F62 and 
124,591,936,076,998 = 19.6,557,470,319,842 = 19-F63. 
Three pertinent points emerge from this text. First, Jacob knew the Euclidean 
algorithm from its original source and used it for reducing fractions. Second, he 
apparently knew (intuitively?) that this algorithm requires a maximal number of 
steps on the equimultiples of two consecutive numbers of the Fibonacci sequence 
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and then produces the common factor of these two numbers. It is an open question 
whether it was his own invention or whether he borrowed it from some other 
source. It is also open whether he knew Fibonacci's Liber abbaci. In any case, he 
computed many initial terms of the Fibonacci sequence, and this may have inspired 
his poetic expression, 'Arithmetisch labyrint." Of course, his statement of 54 steps 
in the example is erroneous. Third, and finally, he remarked that the quotients of 
consecutive members of this remarkable sequence converge to the "golden section," 
which he knew from Euclid. Jacob's formulation of it is not quite correct, however, 
since an+l 2 is alternately an+2 " an ~ l. Because his remark bore no relation to his 
stated aim of investigating the reduction of fractions, it seems possible that his 
knowledge of the Fibonacci sequence came from other sources, and he could not 
resist reproducing his interesting finding. 
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